
ACT 1 

LIFE WITH VALUE 

In Act one of SELF CHECKOUT we meet RYAN GORDON, a twenty-five year old man who 
lives in Lancaster County Pennsylvania and works at the PLANET VALUE where the sales are 
out of this world. Ryan punches the time clock every day with a deep sigh and goes to work 
thinking about how he’d like to be anywhere but where he is, a sentiment he shares with two of 
his coworkers and best friends, MICHAEL and ADAM. They’re both part time employees who 
are working on the means to someday quit the apron clad profession. Michael works full time as 
an up an coming electrician and works two jobs to help support the life he’s made with his new 
wife while Adam attends classes at the local community college working to transfer to a four 
year university. Together Ryan, Michael, and Adam stock the PRODUCE AISLE of the Planet 
Value, trying their best to put as little effort into it as possible.  

Together they eat their lunches at the local fast food chain known as BURGER COURT, home to 
a medieval theme where the employees all where crowns or jester hats. The crew comes here to 
feel better about their own station in life.   

Ryan’s only refuge from his job is ALLISON, the girl of his dreams who he has been dating for 
almost four years. She’s a college graduated employee of the local branch of the Social Security 
Administration. She and Ryan are very happy together but she wishes Ryan would take more 
initiative with his life. She often attempts to fuel Ryan’s passion with architecture by trying to 
convince him to move forward with his education.  

THE GREAT CHANGE 

On a day much like any other at the Planet Value, Ryan discovers that his current manager 
DAVID has been transferred to another store and they will be getting a new boss in the form of 
BOBBI THRACE, the only female manager that works within the company.  Ryan and the 
others quickly get a consensus that Bobbi is someone to be avoided at all cost. Their lives within 
the Planet Value are all about to change.  

ACT 2  

A fiery red head, Bobbi quickly enters the Planet Value and begins a reign of terror with a smile. 
Under the impression that she has been sent to clean up another manager’s mess, Bobbi quickly 
begins changing everything Ryan and the crew have known and tolerated about the Planet Value. 
Ryan soon finds himself being scheduled to come to work before the sun is up or the store is 
open and being asked to make orders he has no business making while Bobbi plays the lottery 
and chats with other employees. She builds herself a chair out of boxes to do phantom paperwork 
that keeps her from aiding in any kind of work and becomes extremely selective of what produce 



they should carry in the aisle forcing Ryan and crew to explain to customers where items have 
disappeared to.  

AN IDEA IS BORN 

Ryan and the crew are miserable. They no longer have any kind of lives outside of work and 
Bobbi is quickly becoming all encompassing in everything they do. Together at Burger Court, 
they think of all the ways in which they could make Bobbi look like a fool. Her laziness has 
given them a unique opportunity. They are the only thing keeping the produce aisle from 
collapsing under Bobbi’s weight. So the real question becomes, why not let it?  

SEVICE WITH A SMILE 

The crew goes to work sabotaging the aisle to show Bobbi as an incompetent manager. Adam 
produces a school schedule that restricts him to only working weekends and parties extra hard 
around these shifts. He comes in unshaven and usually late.  Michael begins a cycle of obsessive 
cleaning. He appears to be working but is really filling most of his time at work with cleaning 
unnecessary counters and appliances. Ryan who spends the most time with Bobbi during the 
week begins sowing seeds of discontent between Bobbi and the head management of the Planet 
Value. He keeps Bobbi at odds with them by confiding in each of them about problems with the 
other. Bobbi defends her crew to upper management so she won’t get stuck with any more work 
while head management keeps checking up on the aisle to help ease Ryan’s complaints. They 
spend so much time worrying about each other that nothing actually gets fixed leaving the crew 
to continue their plan.  

Ryan and the crew revel in how the aisle is beginning to fall apart. Customers have begun to 
disappear; the only ones that remain are the creepy regulars that seem not to notice their 
surroundings at all. The produce crew celebrates with a loud and lively party. In the middle of 
which Allison asks them why they don’t simply quit if they are all so miserable working for 
Bobbi. They could always get other retail jobs but the crew is quick to point out that all retail 
jobs are as bad as another and Planet Value was theirs first. They have worked too hard to let 
Bobbi ruin it now.  

GAME CHANGER 

Fall quickly approaches and the aisle continues to fall apart when the crew gets what they hope is 
the final solution to their problem. Jack the current head manager of the Planet Value has quit 
and the store will receive a new manager. Ryan sees this as a golden opportunity because a fresh 
pair of eyes will clearly see how inept Bobbi is. Unfortunately the new manager arrives in the 
form of Frank, a forty something year old with a comb over who just so happens to be a lifelong 
buddy of Bobbi’s. Bobbi walks all over Frank getting him to ignore every failing Bobbi or the 
crew can generate. Ryan is back to square one and beginning to become a little unhinged.  



ACT 3 

THE FOOD DRIVE 

Things get worse at the annual Planet Value food drive. In a parking lot full of large Planet 
Value trucks the crew begins to fight amongst itself as Bobbi tries to win the contest of having 
the largest donation in the company. Michael has earned himself an interview for an assistant 
manager position at another store in an attempt to finally be able to quit one of his two jobs and 
escape Bobbi. Ryan screams of Michael’s selfish betrayal as Bobbi sabotages other trucks and 
keeps sending Adam out with money to buy more groceries to fill their own truck.  Michael and 
Ryan’s argument comes to a full boil when Ryan kicks over a nearby grill an accidently starts a 
fire in their own truck. It burns to the ground and Ryan receives a write up and worse garners the 
attention of Bobbi’s bad side. Michael gets his promotion and leaves for greener Planet Value 
pastures without a word from his best friend Ryan. 

NEW STRATEGY 

Ryan comes to Adam and Allison with a new plan one day while eating at Burger Court. He now 
plans a final attack on Bobbi by using the Thanksgiving rush to destroy the annual black Friday 
inventory.  By making her order as bloated as possible he hopes that the oversized numbers will 
finally get Planet Value corporate attention. Allison pleads with Ryan to let his vendetta go and 
move on but Ryan won’t hear of it. Even Adam has begun to see no point in the fight. Allison 
reveals that she’s secretly sent a college application in on Ryan’s behalf and it was accepted. If 
he wants he can go to orientation and register for classes for the next semester. Outraged Ryan 
screams at Allison about how she doesn’t understand what he’s going through. Allison can no 
longer deal with Ryan’s fears of the real world and his self destructive behavior. In tears she 
leaves him with his revenge schemes in the Burger Court with Adam.  

THANKSTAKING 

The day before Thanksgiving has arrived as snow begins to blanket the area. A snow craze has 
swept over the already holiday frenzied customers and the Planet Value is packed with 
customers. A massive order arrives that could easily feed an army and their favorite football 
team combined. Seven foot tall palates of food, including one that is dangerously close to 
collapsing, crowd the aisle, back room, and other departments. Michael’s replacement arrives in 
the form of ROBERT a tall awkward looking teen who Bobbi wants trained here on the busiest 
grocery shopping day of the year. The stage is set for a massive combustion between Ryan, 
Bobbi, and all the holiday shoppers inside the Planet Value.  

The snow begins to deepen as finally Frank must confront Bobbi about her bloated order but 
when Bobbi begins to overtake the argument Ryan can no longer stand it. A tie raid the like of 
which that hasn’t been seen since the film NETWORK flows from Ryan’s mouth. Bobbi stands 
open mouthed and taken aback as Ryan lets loose with all his frustrations. How she’s cost him 



his best friend, his girlfriend, and any hope he every had for the future. As Ryan rants Robert 
begins to try an move the dangerous leaning palate of bagged onions off of the sales floor. As 
Ryan’s fury comes to a close a painful silence comes over the entire store until it is broken by the 
heavy palate giving out burying Bobbi under hundreds of pounds of onions.   

Bobbi is next seen being loaded into an ambulance on a gurney. She’s alive but has a neck brace 
on and her arm is in a make shift sling. As the doors close Ryan can only imagine that his days at 
Planet Value are finally numbered.  

THE FIX 

It’s Thanksgiving Day and Ryan is helping his father unload Christmas decorations from their 
attic. A car pulls up into their driveway with two familiar faces. Michael and David have gotten 
word of the now infamous incident that took place the day before. Ryan and Michael quickly 
make up the way old friends always do with insults and laughter.  David gives Ryan a pep talk 
that convinces him it’s time to start doing more for himself to make himself happy. David is 
stuck with people like Bobbi forever in the Planet Value Company but Ryan has a chance to 
really move on.  

The next day Adam stands in the middle of the onion buried produce aisle with a clip board. The 
Black Friday inventory is now under way as Allison appears pushing a shopping cart. Adam 
explains that Ryan called out and nobody knows where he is. On her way out of the store she 
bumps into Ryan. They make awkward chit chat at first until Ryan explains that he wasn’t at 
work today because was registering for his first semester of Allegheny College. He doesn’t know 
if he’ll ever be an architect or not but at least he knows he’ll have tried and done something for 
himself. Allison asks about his life at Planet Value but Planet Value isn’t his life, it’s just his job. 
He asks Allison to lunch and they head off into the parking lot away from the Planet Value. 
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